Government of West Bengal
Office of the Block Development Officer
Nanoo Dev. Block
Nanoo, Birbhum

No. 45 /NDB/2020 Dated :07/01/2020

Notification for Contractual Engagement in the Mid Day Meal
Section of Nanoo Dev. Block, Birbhum.

WALK-IN INTERVIEW FOR RE-EMPLOYMENT

In pursuance of Memorandum No.428-SE(Estt)/4P-I/10 dated 25-03-2010 of the Joint
Secretary to the Govt. of West Bengal, School Education Department & Memo No.50/MDM dated
26/02/2019 of the DM, Birbhum, the interested Govt. retired Group-B/Group-C staff are hereby
requested to attend walk in interview on 27/01/2020 at 11.30 a.m. with an applications in Plain paper with
full Bio-data as per prescribed pro-forma attached herewith for Contractual Engagement in the Mid Day
Meal Section of Nanoo Dev. Block as stated below :-

Number of Post : 01 (ONE)

Name of the Contractual Post : Assistant Accountant.

Eligibility Criteria : Govt. retired Group-B/Group-C staff with minimum five years
experience of accounts Work in Govt. Offices.

Age : Age within 60 to 64 years (as on 01-01-2020)

Remuneration : Rs.11000.00 (Rupees Eleven thousand) per month.

Period of Contract : One year (Renew may be made after satisfactory service
upto the age of 65 years)

Memo No. 45 /1(22)/NDB/2020
Dated : 07/01/2020

Copy forwarded for information and wide publicity to the :-

1) The District Magistrate, Birbhum, MDM Section.
2) The Additional District Magistrate (G), Birbhum
3) The Sub Divisional Officer, Bolpur
4) The DIO, NIC, Prasasam Bhavan, Suri with a request to publish the advertisement at the official
website www.birbhum.nic.in in jobs section.
5) The ADA, Nanoo, Birbhum
6) The BMOH, Nanoo, Birbhum
7) The BL & LRO, Nanoo, Birbhum
8-9)The SI of Schools (PE), Nanoo Circle/ Nanoo south Circle, Birbhum
10) The Jt. B.D.O., Nanoo Dev. Block
11-21)The Prodhon (all) under Nanoo Dev. Block
22) Office Notice Board.